Five experiments examined whether judgments of the locations of horizontally moving targets were influenced by implied friction between the targets and larger stationary surfaces. When targets crashed through a barrier, forward displacement decreased. When targets slid along the upper or lower edge of a single surface, forward displacement decreased; when targets slid between the upper and lower edges of different surfaces, forward displacement decreased further. Targets not in contact with a surface exhibited larger forward displacement with greater target velocities, but contact with a surface attenuated or reversed this pattern. When targets slid along the upper edge of a surface, downward displacement increased; when targets slid along the lower edge of a surface, downward displacement reversed. Downward displacements were larger for larger targets, especially after contact with a surface. The data suggest that target representations contain analogues to friction and gravity that influence remembered position.
When observers indicate the final location of a linearly moving target or the final orientation of a rotating target, their memory of the final location or orientation is often shifted such that they are more likely to indicate a final location or orientation that is slightly beyond (in the direction of anticipated motion) the target's true position. This memory shift has been referred to as representational momentum in studies involving remembered orientation of targets undergoing implied rotation (Freyd & Finke, 1984; Kelly & Freyd, 1987) or remembered pitch (Freyd, Kelly, & DeKay, 1990; Hubbard, in press) and as displacement in studies involving remembered location of targets undergoing apparent linear motion (Hubbard, 1990; Hubbard & Bharucha, 1988) . The direction and magnitude of this memory shift are influenced by a number of factors: velocity (Freyd & Finke, 1985; Hubbard & Bharucha, 1988) , acceleration (Finke, Freyd, & Shyi, 1986 ) and direction of target motion (Halpern & Kelly, 1993; Hubbard, 1990) , direction of anticipated target motion (Hubbard, 1994b) , direction of contextual motion (Hubbard, 1993b) , constancy of target shape (Kelly & Freyd, 1987) , duration between the disappearance of the target and probing of remembered position (Freyd & Johnson, 1987) , coherence of the inducing sequence (Freyd & Finke, 1984) , similarity of the final inducing stimulus to a prototypical member of a category (Kelly & Freyd, 1987) or schematically proper ending (Hubbard, 1993a) , and whether motion of the target is embedded in an event hierarchy (Verfaillie & d'Ydewalle, 1991) , but the memory shift is not influenced by whether the stimulus is presented in a discrete or continuous format (Hubbard, in press) .
One explanation of the memory shift phenomenon builds on an analogy between physical momentum and the mental representation of that momentum (i.e., between physical momentum and representational momentum) proposed by Finke et al. (1986;  see also Finke & Freyd, 1989; Freyd & Finke, 1984) . If a physical object is in motion and a force is applied to stop that motion, the object cannot stop immediately but will rather coast some distance because of the momentum (inertia) acquired during its motion. Similarly, the mental representation of an object in motion possesses its own form of "momentum" and cannot "stop" immediately. The mental representation, like the physical object it represents, will continue to coast some distance after a stopping force has been applied. Such an analogy suggests that representational momentum results from the cognitive system having internalized certain aspects of the behavior of objects in the world (i.e., that objects in motion accrue a certain level of momentum and cannot suddenly be stopped) and is also consistent with Shepard's (1984) views that many cognitive activities (e.g., perceiving, imaging, thinking, and dreaming) are guided by internalizations of the invariant constraints present in the world. Shepard's (1984) notions of internalized constraints led Hubbard (1990) to suggest that one possible invariant that could be incorporated or internalized into our mental representations of objects (and those objects' motions) was gravity, as gravity has certainly been an invariant feature of the world throughout human evolution. Hubbard (1990) presented observers with targets undergoing apparent linear motion and measured memory shift by having the observers indicate the location at which the targets vanished. The findings of primary interest for our purposes here are that downward moving targets were displaced further forward in the direction of motion than were upward moving targets and that horizontally moving targets were also displaced downward below the axis of motion. This pattern is consistent with the existence of an internalized gravitational component in the mental representation: a rising physical object (that does not attain orbital or escape velocity) decelerates and falls back to Earth, a falling object accelerates (at 32 ft/s 2 ) as it falls, and an unpowered object moving horizontally will drop to Earth. Shiffrar and Shepard (1991) have also speculated that the invariance of a unique gravitational axis may have resulted in the effects of gravity and its concomitants having become internally represented.
A second explanation of the memory shift phenomenon builds on the theory of Freyd (1987 Freyd ( , 1992 Freyd ( , 1993 ) that the human system of mental representation possesses spatiotemporal coherence. Just as physical momentum is a property of physical objects that exist in a world with spatiotemporal coherence, representational momentum is a property of mental representations that exist in a mental world (i.e., mental model) with spatiotemporal coherence. Mental representations themselves are not static but contain dynamic aspects. Furthermore, the dynamic aspects of at least some mental representations mandate that time is represented necessarily and intrinsically within the representation. The requirement of spatiotemporal coherence specifies that the representation of time in a dynamic representation be both continuous (i.e., analog) and directional (i.e., moving only in the forward direction). Freyd, Pantzer, and Cheng (1988) presented data suggesting that these "implied dynamics" could influence the direction of memory shifts; for example, a compressed spring was remembered as being slightly less compressed when an object resting on its upper surface was removed (consistent with the tendency for a released spring to push up), whereas an object represented as hanging from a hook or resting on a table was remembered as being slightly lower when the hook or the table was removed (consistent with the tendency for an unsupported object to fall). Both Shepard's (1984) and Freyd's (1987 Freyd's ( , 1992 Freyd's ( , 1993 ) theories suggest that factors that are invariantly present with objects should also be found in the mental representation of those objects. One such factor might be friction: When a moving object collides with or slides along some surface, friction or resistance is invariably present (except, of course, in "idealized" physics problems), albeit in occasionally negligible amounts. Drawing on the ideas of internalized invariants and on the analogy with physical momentum, we could predict that the mental representation of an object might also exhibit a type of "representational friction" or "cognitive resistance" similar to the representational momentum discussed by Freyd, Finke, and their collaborators. Indeed, in explaining the occurrence of representational momentum Finke and Freyd (1989) refer to "a physical object's being stopped by friction or air resistance ... physical objects being stopped by friction do not halt abruptly, nor do they indefinitely continue to move at their initial rate" (p. 405). Finke et al. (1986) also propose that friction may have some influence on representational momentum, as they propose observers apply an opposing force, a cognitive resistance, to stop the extrapolation process.
The type of friction or cognitive resistance that Finke et al. (1986) refer to is a friction that an observer might apply to the mental representation to halt representational momentum, which thus provides a resistance not in the stimulus or in the mental representation of the stimulus but from a cognitive mechanism controlling the mental representation of the stimulus. Making the case more starkly, the idea of cognitive resistance would refer to the "mental brakes" applied to the representation of the stimulus to halt the forward extrapolation process. Such a conceptualization suggests that cognitive resistance might be separate from the stimulus representation. Friction, as an invariant in the world, however, might be not just an external (albeit mental) controller but an inherent and incorporated part of the mental representation itself. Thus, we might predict the effects of friction to operate in a way analogous to the effects of momentum and gravity; in all cases, memory for the stimulus would be displaced in ways consistent with the invariant force. More specifically, if a physical object slides along the surface of another object or crashes through a barrier, that object encounters friction, and this friction would diminish the forward velocity of the object (unless additional force were applied to compensate). Thus, if a target crashes through a barrier or slides along a surface, we would predict decreased levels of forward displacement. Such patterns have been reported; for example, Hubbard (1994b) presented observers with displays in which a moving target either crashed through or bounced off a barrier, and when targets crashed through the barrier, forward displacement was significantly reduced.
Experiment 1
In this experiment, observers were presented with a horizontally moving target. The target approached a vertical barrier and vanished either before colliding with the barrier, at the moment of collision, or shortly after colliding with and crashing through the barrier. On each trial the barrier was one of three thicknesses: thin, medium, or thick. By analogy with the motion and collision of physical objects, the thin barrier should provide the least resistance, and the thick barrier should provide the greatest resistance. Accordingly if an analogue of friction is incorporated into the representation of target motion, we would expect less forward displacement when the target crashes through the thick barrier than when the target crashes through the thin barrier.
Method
Participants. The participants were 11 undergraduates from Eastern Oregon State College who received extra credit in an introductory psychology course.
Apparatus. The stimuli were displayed on and the data were collected by an Apple Macintosh Hex microcomputer equipped with an Apple RGB color monitor. The RGB monitor was approximately 62 cm away from the participants, but they could adjust this distance slightly to achieve maximum comfort and confidence in their responses.
Stimuli. The target stimulus was a filled black square presented on a white background. A square shape was used in all experiments to ensure that the target would be perceived as linearly translating (i.e., sliding or crashing) rather than rolling, as a rolling target might be perceived as experiencing less friction. The target was 20 pixels (pixels in the RGB monitor were square in shape) in diameter (subtending an approximate visual angle of 50 min). The target emerged from the edge of either the left or the right side of the screen and traveled toward the opposite side of the screen. On each trial, the target traveled in either a left-to-right (LR) or right-to-left (RL) direction. In the approximate midpoint of the screen a vertically oriented barrier was positioned such that the barrier blocked the forward progress of the target. The barrier was a filled black surface that extended across the entire vertical extent of the monitor screen and was one of three thicknesses: thin, medium, or thick. The thin barrier was only 1 pixel (2.5 min), the medium barrier was 11 pixels (27.5 min), and the thick barrier was 21 pixels (52.5 min) in width. On each trial, the target would disappear at one of five vanishing point locations relative to the barrier: Vanishing Points 1 and 2 were 40 and 20 pixels in front of the barrier (i.e., for Vanishing Point 1 there was a 40-pixel distance between the nearest edge of the barrier and the nearest edge of the target, and for Vanishing Point 2 there was a 20-pixel distance between the nearest edge of the barrier and the nearest edge of the target), Vanishing Point 3 was centered in the barrier, and Vanishing Points 4 and 5 were 20 and 40 pixels beyond the barrier (i.e., for Vanishing Point 4 there was a 20-pixel distance between the nearest edge of the barrier and the nearest edge of the target, and for Vanishing Point 5 there was a 40-pixel distance between the nearest edge of the barrier and the nearest edge of the target). Thus, a target that disappeared at Vanishing Points 1 or 2 would not contact the barrier before disappearance, whereas a target that disappeared at Vanishing Points 4 and 5 would have to crash through the barrier before disappearance. The vanishing point was randomly chosen for each trial, and the different possible vanishing points were not pointed out to or discussed with participants until after their data had been collected. Target velocity was controlled by shifting the target 2 pixels per screen refresh, resulting in an approximate velocity of 8.3°/s. The screen was redrawn approximately once every 16.67 ms; therefore, target motion appeared smooth and continuous. Each participant received 300 trials (2 directions x 3 barriers x 5 vanishing points x 10 replications) in a different random order.
Procedure. Participants were first given a set of practice trials consisting of 12 trials that had randomly been drawn from the experimental trials. The participants initiated each trial by pressing a designated key. The barrier would be drawn on the screen, and after a 1-s pause, the target would emerge from either the left or right edge of the screen and move toward the barrier. Participants were instructed to watch the target as it traveled across the screen. The target and the barrier then vanished simultaneously. The cursor, in the form of a plus sign, then appeared near the center of the screen and participants portioned the center of the plus sign over where the center of the target had been when the target vanished. The cursor was positioned by the movement of a computer mouse; participants were instructed to be as accurate as possible in the positioning of the cursor and they were allowed as much time as they needed. When the cursor was properly positioned, participants clicked a button on the mouse to record the screen coordinates of the cursor. The participants then initiated the next trial.
Results and Discussion
The differences between the true vanishing point and the judged vanishing point along thex-and y-axes were calculated. Consistent with previous reports, the differences along the axis of motion (the *-axis) are referred to as M displacement, and the differences along the axis orthogonal to motion (they-axis) are referred to as O displacement. For M displacements, positively signed displacements indicate judged vanishing points beyond the true vanishing point (through which motion of the target would not previously have passed), and negatively signed displacements indicate judged vanishing points behind the true vanishing point (through which motion of the target would previously have passed). For O displacements, positively signed displacements indicate judged vanishing points above the true vanishing point, and negatively signed displacements indicate judged vanishing points below the true vanishing point. Preliminary analysis revealed that the M and O displacements were virtually uncorrelated (r < .1); therefore, separate analyses were conducted on the M and O displacements. In each case the alpha level required for significance was set at .05.
M displacement. The M displacement scores were analyzed using a 2 (directions) x 3 (barriers) x 5 (vanishing points) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Barrier Vanishing Point (pixels) Figure 1 . M displacement (differences along the axis of motion) as a function of vanishing point in Experiment 1. Data from the thin barrier condition are plotted using open diamonds, data from the medium barrier condition are plotted using filled diamonds, and data from the thick barrier condition are plotted using filled squares.
vanishing point, a location at which the target has not yet contacted the barrier? Runeson (1974 Runeson ( , 1975 reviewed data suggesting that the velocity of visual motion is perceived to increase near a barrier and decrease away from a barrier. Perhaps the velocity of the target was influenced by the barrier such that the thicker barrier resulted in a larger perceived increase in velocity as the target approached the barrier. Such an increase may have occurred if participants tacitly realized more velocity would be required to completely crash through the thick barrier, thus resulting in relatively more velocity (and hence more displacement) in the thick barrier condition. Alternatively, perhaps a thicker barrier appears more salient or is more of a landmark. In this case, judged vanishing point is displaced toward the landmark, and if the landmark is more salient (i.e., closer or larger), then displacement toward the landmark would be greater. This salience hypothesis is consistent with the decreased M displacement at +20 as well, as judged vanishing point is toward the landmark, and displacement toward the landmark is greater with the more salient thicker barrier. O displacement. The O displacement scores were analyzed using a 2 (directions) x 3 (barriers) x 5 (vanishing points) repeated measures ANOVA and are displayed in Figure 2 . Direction had a marginally significant effect on O displacement, F(l, 10) = 3.43, p = .09, MSE = 37.63, with LR (M = -2.34) having slightly greater negative O displacements than RL (M = -1.13). None of the other variables were significant (all Fs < 1.4, allps > .25).
Just as a physical object would lose more velocity if it collided with and passed through a thicker barrier and assumedly encountered more resistance, so too does the mental representation of a physical object appear to lose more extrapolated velocity if it represents that object as colliding with and passing through a thicker barrier and assumedly encountering more resistance. M displacement is still positive before the collision, although it is reduced somewhat when the Vanishing Point (pixels) Figure 2 . O displacement (differences along the axis orthogonal to motion) as a function of vanishing point in Experiment 1. Data from the thin barrier condition are plotted using open diamonds, data from the medium barrier condition are plotted using filled diamonds, and data from the thick barrier condition are plotted using filled squares.
vanishing point is closer to the barrier. M displacement decreases with collision, but the amount of decrease appears related to the thickness, and hence resistance, of the barrier. This reduction in M displacement with a thicker barrier is still seen somewhat beyond the barrier, as if once slowed by friction the target is unable to immediately resume its prior velocity. Importantly, these effects of implied friction were observed even though the display itself did not include friction effects; decreases in M displacement consistent with implied friction occurred even though the target did not change in velocity as it passed through the barrier. The data in Figure 1 might alternatively be interpreted as suggesting an inverse relationship between the magnitude of M displacement and the distance traveled by the target; therefore, it might be objected that the magnitude of M displacement merely reflects the distance the target traveled before vanishing and does not reflect any influence of implied friction. The findings of Hubbard and Bharucha (1988, Experiment 2) , however, suggest that differences in travel distance cannot account for the dramatic differences in M displacement shown in Figure 1 ; specifically, their data for targets moving horizontally at a medium velocity (the condition closest to the current experiment) reveal that M displacement at the most distant (longest travel) vanishing point is only 28 pixels (70 min) less than M displacement at the closest (shortest travel) vanishing point. The distance between the closest and most distant vanishing point in Hubbard and Bharucha was 10°, and extrapolating to the current data, the decline due solely to the additional distance in the current data should only equal approximately 9 min, a number considerably less than the 50 min (20 pixels) observed. Thus, it is unlikely that the distance traveled by the target could fully account for the displacement pattern observed in Experiment 1.
Although the data are generally consistent with the idea that a component of the mental representation equivalent to friction exists, a type of representational friction, some problems remain. First, M displacement for targets that had passed through the barrier was negative, but actual friction operating on a physical object would not cause that object to be displaced backwards. The additional negative M displacement might be accounted for, however, if we recall that the target, unlike an actual physical object, did not actually slow down after passing through the barrier. A physical object would have been slowed by its passage through the barrier and hence would not have traveled as far during the first unit of time after colliding with the barrier as it traveled during an equivalent unit of time before colliding with the barrier. Thus, participants would have expected a target that had passed through the barrier to have been located behind its actual position, and hence they then produced negative M displacements for those targets.
A second problem with the idea of representational friction is that the extraction of such kinematic information is at odds with the findings of Gilden and Proffitt (1989) , who reported that observers did not utilize dynamic information from displays of collisions. In Gilden and Proffitt's experiments, observers judged the relative mass of two circular objects (one stationary and one in motion) involved in a collision, and they appeared to utilize simple heuristic strategies involving the direction of ricochet and the velocity of the targets and not utilize kinematic information. The relative nonutilization of kinematic information and the utilization of heuristics may, however, have resulted from the greater complexity of the task and not from any general insensitivity to kinematic information per se. This suggestion is bolstered by Proffitt and Gilden's (1989) claim that observers do not use dynamic information when the stimuli are multidimensional; perhaps effects of dynamic information are relatively weak and are not exhibited when the stimuli are complex or when the judgment task demands more complex processing.
Experiment 2
Given that the interaction of the target with the barrier in Experiment 1 was relatively brief (barriers ranged from 2.5 to 52.5 min in thickness), it is possible that the pattern of M displacement observed in Experiment 1 was due in part to perception of changes in velocity as the target approached (and in some cases, passed through) the barrier and not due to friction with the barrier per se. Alternatively, the pattern of M displacement observed in Experiment 1 might be accounted for if the barrier functioned as a landmark for participants' judgments. Thus, it is desirable to examine whether frictionlike effects may be found if the duration of implied friction is extended and the friction surface kept a relatively constant distance from the target. This experiment examined what happens if friction is extended along a longer surface (and longer length of time) by having the target slide along, rather than crash through, a friction surface.
Method
Participants. The participants were 11 undergraduates drawn from the same pool as in Experiment 1, and none of the participants had participated in that experiment.
Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as in Experiment 1. Stimuli. The target was the same as in Experiment 1. There were three types of friction surfaces: target only (TO), surface below (SB), and two surfaces (TS). On TO trials, the target was the only element drawn an the screen. On SB trials, a filled black surface was also drawn on the screen below the axis of motion. The SB surface was 400 pixels wide (16.67°) and 238 pixels tall (9.92°) and was centered between the left and right edges of the screen (it occupied 62.5% of the horizontal extent of the screen). The bottom of the screen marked the bottom of the filled area, and the top edge of the filled area was drawn slightly below "he middle of the screen. On SB trials, the target entered the screen, approached the surface, and then appeared to move across the upper surface of the filled area. No background was visible between the target and the surface, nor did the target and the surface overlap. On TS trials, a second filled black area was drawn on the screen (in addition to the filled black area used in SB trials). This second filled black area was approximately a mirror reversal of the SB area (about the horizontal axis), was 400 pixels wide (16.67°) and 220 pixels tall (9.17°), and was centered between the left and right edges of the screen. The top of the screen marked the top of the second filled area, and the bottom edge of the filled area was drawn slightly above the middle of the screen. Between the lower surface of the upper filled area and the upper surface of the lower filled area was a narrow tunnel 20 pixels (50 min) in height. On TS trials, the target entered the screen, approached the entrance to the tunnel, and traveled through the tunnel. Once in the tunnel, no background was visible between the target and the surfaces, nor did the target and the surfaces overlap. Once the target contacted the surface(s) in the SB and TS conditions, the distance between the center of the target and the nearest edge(s) of the surface(s) remained constant. On each trial, the target would disappear at one of five vanishing point locations, and all of the vanishing point locations were located between the left and right vertical boundaries of the surface(s). Vanishing Point 1 was located 35 pixels (87.5 min) inside the left vertical boundary for LR motion and 35 pixels inside the right vertical boundary for RL motion, that is, at Vanishing Point 1 there was a distance of 35 pixels between the vertical boundary of the friction surface and the nearest vertical edge of the target. Each successive vanishing point was located 30 pixels (75 min) further along the surface (i.e., at Vanishing Point 2 the target had crossed 65 pixels along the surface, at Vanishing Point 3 the target had crossed 95 pixels along the surface, and so forth). The vanishing point was randomly chosen for each trial, and the different possible vanishing points were not pointed out to or discussed with participants until after their data had been collected. The target appeared to move at one of three velocities on each trial, and target velocity was controlled by shifting the target 1, 2, or 3 pixels per screen refresh, resulting in an approximate target velocity of 4.2°/s, 8.3°/s, or 12.57s. Target motion appeared smooth and continuous. Each participant received 360 trials (2 directions x 3 surfaces x 3 velocities x 20 replications) in a different random order.
Procedure. Participants were first given a set of practice trials consisting of 12 trials that had randomly been drawn from the experimental trials. The participants initiated each trial by pressing a designated key. If a friction surface was used on that trial, the surface(s) was drawn on the screen and then there was a 1-s pause before the target would emerge from either the left or right edge of the screen. If a friction surface was not used on that trial, there was a 1-s pause before the target would emerge from either the left or right edge of the screen. Participants were instructed to watch the target as it traveled across the screen. The target and any friction surfaces then vanished simultaneously. Participants marked the vanishing point as in Experiment 1. The participants then initiated the next trial.
Results and Discussion
Displacements were calculated as in Experiment 1, and the alpha level required for significance was set at .05. M displacement. The M displacement scores were analyzed using a 2 (directions) x 3 (surfaces) x 3 (velocities) repeated measures ANOVA. Surface significantly influenced M displacement, F(2, 20) = 22.31, MSE = 80.96; a post hoc NewmanKeuls test showed that the TO condition (M = 14.10) resulted in significantly more forward M displacement than either the SB (M = 6.82) or TS (M = 3.94) conditions. Surface also interacted with velocity, F(4, 40) = 2.80, MSE = 35.10, and as shown in Figure 3 , increasing the number of friction surfaces diminishes the increase in M displacement that normally accompanies increases in velocity. When no friction surface is present (TO), M displacement increases with velocity, but when one friction surface is present (SB), this velocity effect is greatly reduced, and when two friction surfaces are present (TS), increasing velocity appears to decrease forward M displacement. The reason for the apparent reversal of the standard velocity effect with additional friction surfaces is not clear. No other main effects or interactions were significant (all Fs < 1.9, all ps > .14).
O displacement. The O displacement scores were analyzed using a 2 (directions) x 3 (surfaces) in significantly more negative O displacement than either the TO (A/ = -3.96) or TS (M = -5.08) conditions. The Surface x Velocity interaction was marginally significant, F(4, 40) = 2.15, MSE = 2.04. As shown in Figure 4 , O displacement is always negative (i.e., displaced below the axis of motion) in the TO condition, a finding consistent with previous research (e.g., Hubbard, 1990) . When one friction surface is added (SB), the magnitude of negative O displacement increases, but when a second friction surface is added (TS), the magnitude of negative O displacement decreases to near TO levels. Consistent with Experiment 1, direction significantly influenced O The M displacement data are consistent with the hypothesis of representational friction. When no friction surface is present, M displacement is forward and increases with velocity. When the target moves against one friction surface, and that surface appears below the target, forward M displacement is decreased; when the target moves against two friction surfaces, one above and one below the target, forward M displacement is decreased even further. This pattern supports the interpretation of the barrier effect in Experiment 1 as a result of the implied friction, and these data do not support the hypothesis that the patterns seen in Experiment 1 were due merely to the salience of the barrier as a landmark or the duration of time the target was visible. Additionally, the presence of friction attenuates (or even reverses) the effect of velocity on M displacement.
The O displacement data for the TO and SB conditions are also consistent with the hypothesis of friction and gravity analogues. Consistent with previous findings, when no friction surface is present, O displacement is slightly downward. When the target moves against one friction surface, and that surface appears below the target, the magnitude of downward O displacement is increased (consistent with the observation that when an object is propelled through the air and the propellant is exhausted or removed, friction in the form of air resistance slows the object and that object is pulled down by Earth's gravity). Curiously, however, when the target moves against two friction surfaces, one above and one below the target, the magnitude of downward O displacement is reduced relative to the SB condition. This decrease in negative O displacement with the addition of a friction surface above the target does not initially appear consistent with the hypothesis of friction and gravity analogues.
Experiment 3
The decrease in the magnitude of negative O displacement in the TS condition in Experiment 2 might be accounted for if the second friction surface further constrained possible locations in which the target could have been located (i.e., narrowed the "tube") or if the second friction surface somehow "pulled" the target representation upward. Although the first possibility requires the presence of two surfaces, the latter possibility requires only one surface to be present above the target and does not require a simultaneously present second surface below the target. The O displacement data in Experiment 2 were confounded, however, in that the first friction surface was always presented below the target and the second friction surface was always presented above the target. In this experiment, one friction surface was presented either above or below the path of motion of the target, thus allowing closer examination of the effects of a single friction surface.
Method
Participants. The participants were 15 undergraduates drawn from the same pool as in Experiment 1, and none of the participants had participated in previous experiments.
Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as in Experiment 1. Stimuli. The target, target velocity, and vanishing-point locations were the same as in Experiment 2. A friction surface was drawn on each trial, and on half of the trials this surface was below the target (SB), and on half of the trials this surface was above the target (SA). The SB surface was the same as the SB condition in Experiment 2, and the SA surface was the same as the upper surface in the TS condition in Experiment 2. The edge of the target closest to the friction surface was in one of three friction conditions on each trial: an off-surface condition in which the edge of the target closest to the surface was 5 pixels (12.5 min) distant from the surface (above the SB and below the SA, and a clear strip of white background was clearly visible between the target and the surface), an on-surface condition in which the target just contacted the surface and appeared to slide along the surface, or an in-surface condition in which the edge of the target closest to the surface was 5 pixels (12.5 min) inside the surface (such that the entire target was visible, and the surface behind the target appeared to be compressed to a level even with the inner edge of the target). Each participant received 360 trials (2 directions x 2 surfaces x 3 frictions x 3 velocities x 10 replications) in a different random order.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 2.

Results and Discussion
Displacements were calculated as in Experiment 1, and the alpha level required for significance was set at .05.
M displacement. The M displacement scores were analyzed using a 2 (directions) x 2 (surfaces) x 3 (frictions) x 3 (velocities) repeated measures ANOVA. The only variable that significantly influenced M displacement was friction, F(2, 28) = 4.43, MSE = 81.08; a post hoc Newman-Keuls test showed that the off-surface condition (M = 9.23) resulted in significantly more M displacement than either the on-surface condition (M = 7.57) or the in-surface condition (M = 6.41). As shown in Figure 5 , M displacement is greatest when the target does not contact the friction surface and therefore is not exposed to friction and M displacement is decreased when friction is present. All other main effects and interactions were nonsignificant (all Fs < 2.6, allps > .09).
O displacement. The O displacement scores were analyzed using a 2 (directions) x 2 (surfaces) x 3 (frictions) x 3 (velocities) repeated measures ANOVA. As shown in Figure  6 , surface significantly influenced O displacement, F(l, 14) = 61.64, MSE = 341.21, such that a surface below the target resulted in O displacement downward (M = -10.14), whereas a surface above the target resulted in O displacement slightly upward (M = 2.34). Friction significantly influenced O displacement, F(2, 28) = 3.73, MSE = 13.63; a post hoc NewmanKeuls test showed that both the off-surface (M = -4.11) and on-surface (M --4.29) conditions resulted in significantly greater negative O displacement than the in-surface (M = -3.29) condition. The Surface x Friction interaction wax marginally significant, F(2, 28) = 5.65, MSE = 15.64. As shown in Figure 6 , when the friction surface is below the target, O displacement for the in-surface condition is slightly closer to zero than O displacement for the off-surface and on-surface conditions; these differences are diminished when the friction surface is above the target. LR motion (M = -4.83) also produced slightly greater negative O displacement than did RL motion (M = -2.97), F(l, 14) = 21.03, MSE = 22.28.
The M displacement data are consistent with the friction hypothesis. M displacement is greatest when the target does not contact a friction surface, reduced when the target slides along a friction surface, and reduced even further if the target moves through the outer layer of a friction surface. M displacement when a single friction surface is present is not significantly influenced by whether the friction surface is along the upper or the lower surface of the target or by the velocity of the target. The O displacement data, however, are not completely consistent with the friction hypothesis. When friction is on the bottom of the target, O displacement is downward, in a direction consistent with both friction slowing the object and gravity pulling it further downward. When friction is on the top of the target, however, O displacement is slightly upward, a pattern seemingly opposite to that predicted by the friction and gravity hypotheses. Given that in both SA and SB conditions O displacement was in the direction of the friction surface, one possible explanation is that O displacement could be accounted for by a memory averaging of the locations of the surface and the target. Because the distance between the target and the Velocity (degrees/second) Figure 6 . O displacement (differences along the axis orthogonal to motion) as a function of target velocity in Experiment 3. Data from the surface below condition are plotted at the top of the figure, and data from the surface above condition are plotted at the bottom of the figure. Data from the off-surface condition are plotted using open diamonds, data from the on-surface condition are plotted using filled diamonds, and data from the in-surface condition are plotted using filled squares.
surface was the same in both SA and SB conditions, however, such a hypothesis would predict that the magnitude of downward displacement in the SB condition should equal the magnitude of upward displacement in the SA condition. As this did not occur, an explanation based solely on memory averaging can be rejected. Similarly, the SA and SB should also have been equally salient as landmarks, 1 and thus produced equivalent (or mirror image) magnitudes of displacement; therefore, an explanation based solely on landmark salience may also be rejected. Although both memory averaging and landmark salience alone cannot fully explain the data, these mechanisms may, however, contribute to the response. Possible methods of contribution are discussed below.
Experiment 4
In this experiment, effects of the implied mass of the target on the displacement pattern were examined. Building on the analogy with physical motion, implied mass might be predicted to influence both the friction and gravity components of observers' representations. Larger physical objects generally weigh more than smaller physical objects, and larger objects might thus be expected to exhibit stronger effects of friction if moved across a surface. An increase in friction could be revealed by a decrease in M displacement (and, for targets above a friction surface, perhaps an increase in negative O displacement). Implied mass has been shown to influence mental representation in other areas; for example, IntonsPeterson and Roskos-Ewoldsen (1989) found that participants took longer to imagine traversing a given distance if they imagined carrying a heavy object (e.g., cannonball) than if they imagined carrying a light object (e.g., balloon). Pantzer and Freyd (1989; as cited in Finke & Freyd, 1989) , however, reported that conceptual manipulations of implied mass do not influence representational momentum, and Munger and Cooper (1993) similarly reported that manipulations of target size do not influence representational momentum. The shifts that Pantzer and Freyd and that Munger and Cooper assessed, however, were only in the direction of implied rotational or horizontal motion (analogous to M displacement in the current studies), but it is possible that shifts in other directions (e.g., O displacement) might be influenced by implied mass even if displacement in the direction of implied motion is not so influenced.
Method
Participants. The participants were 11 undergraduates drawn from the same pool as in Experiment 1, and none of the participants had participated in previous experiments.
Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as in Experiment 1. Stimuli. The target was drawn at one of three sizes on each trial: small, medium, and large. The small target (the same size used in previous experiments) measured 20 pixels (50 min) along each side, the medium target measured 30 pixels (75 min) along each side, and the large target measured 40 pixels (100 min) along each side. On one half of the trials (TO), the target was the only element drawn on the screen; on the remaining half of the trials (SB), a filled black area was also drawn on the screen below the axis of motion (the filled area was the same as that used in the SB condition in Experiments 2 and 3). Target velocities and vanishing point locations were the same as in Experiment 2. Each participant received 360 trials (2 directions x 2 surfaces x 3 sizes x 3 velocities x 10 replications) in a different random order.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 2.
Results and Discussion
Displacements were calculated as in Experiment 1, and the alpha level required for significance was set at .05. M displacement. The M displacement scores were analyzed using a 2 (directions) x 2 (surfaces) x 3 (sizes) x 3 (velocities) 1 The claim that the SA and SB are of equal salience is based in part on the further claim that the SA was the mirror image of the SB. In the physical world, however, surfaces above and surfaces below might not be as equally salient. For example, most of the objects and actions one witnesses (e.g., in photographs, pictures, or "live action") occur in the bottom half of space. The bottom half of space contains the ground upon which inanimate objects rest and animate objects behave. Such an asymmetry could make the SB more salient. Of course, such an asymmetry would itself be due to gravity, and such an invariant asymmetry in salience could easily have been selected for in our system of representation. repeated measures ANOVA. When the friction surface was present M displacement was significantly less (M = 3.19) than when the friction surface was not present (M = 15.96), F(l, 10) = 16.97, MSE = 950.44. Surface also interacted with direction, F(l, 10) = 8.01, MSE = 152.12, and velocity, F(2, 20) = 6.48, MSE = 151.49. Additionally, velocity significantly interacted with direction, F(2, 20) = 10.72, MSE = 31.71. In general, M displacement when the friction surface was present was slightly greater for RL than for LR, and the velocity effect was slightly greater for RL. As shown in Figure 7 , M displacement increases with increases in velocity when friction is not present and remains constant or decreases with increases in velocity when friction is present. No other main effects or interactions were significant (all Fs < 2.9, all ps > .08). The failure of size to influence M displacement is contrary to predictions based on a strong analogy with physical friction, but it is consistent with the lack of a mass effect reported by Pantzer and Freyd (1989; as cited in Finke & Freyd, 1989) and by Munger and Cooper (1993) and with the insensitivities to kinematics reported by Gilden and Proffitt (1989) .
O displacement. The O displacement scores were analyzed usinj; a 2 (directions) x 2 (surfaces) x 3 (sizes) x 3 (velocities) Velocity (degrees/second) Figure 7 . M displacement (differences along the axis of motion) as a function of target velocity in Experiment 4. Data from the target only condition are plotted at the top of the figure, and data from the surface below condition are plotted at the bottom of the figure. Data from the small targets are plotted using open diamonds, data from medium targets are plotted using filled diamonds, and data from large targets are plotted using filled squares. Velocity (degrees/second) Figure 8 . O displacement (differences along the axis orthogonal to motion) as a function of target velocity in Experiment 4. Data from the target only condition are plotted at the top of the figure, and data from the surface below condition are plotted at the bottom of the figure. Data from the small targets are plotted using open diamonds, data from medium targets are plotted using filled diamonds, and data from large targets are plotted using filled squares.
repeated measures ANOVA. When the friction surface was present O displacement was significantly more negative (M = -14.01) than when the friction surface was not present (M = -5.70), F(l, 10) = 30.13, MSE = 227.24, but interpretation of this effect is tempered by a significant Surface x Size interaction, F(2, 20) = 6.72, MSE = 6.20, such that when the friction surface is present, larger targets have a slightly greater negative O displacement. As shown in Figure 8 , size significantly influenced O displacement; a post hoc Newman-Keuls test revealed large targets (M = -11.29) had significantly more negative O displacement than medium (M = -9.44) or small (M = -8.82) targets. Direction also influenced O displacement, as LR (M = -11.19) produced slightly larger O displacement than RL (M = -8.52), F(l, 10) = 26.48, MSE = 26.56. As in Experiment 2, forward M displacement is considerably decreased and negative O displacement is considerably increased when a friction surface is present beneath the target.
Although target size did not seem to influence M displacement, larger targets did demonstrate greater magnitudes of negative O displacement. Size did have an effect on displacement, but the effect was along the axis aligned with gravity and not along the axis of motion. This effect of size may reflect a pre-Newtonian (or perhaps pre-Galilean) naive conception of gravity. According to such a pre-Newtonian or Aristotelian conception of gravity, heavier objects should fall faster than lighter objects, and larger (and presumably more massive) targets should thus have greater negative O displacements than smaller targets. According to Newtonian physics, however, all objects, regardless of mass, fall with the same acceleration, and so no effects of mass on O displacement should have been obtained if participants had internalized the veridical laws of gravity. This effect of size is also consistent with the possibility that participants in Gilden and Proffitt's (1989) experiments may have been sensitive to kinematic effects of implied mass, but because of the complexity of the relative mass judgment task, those participants relied on heuristics rather than kinematics. Participants' reliance on heuristics even though dynamic information was available may also help explain why participants seemingly did not utilize friction information in their judgments of mass ratio in Kaiser and Proffitt (1987) .
Building on Shepard's (1984) notions of internalized constraints and on Intons-Peterson and Roskos-Ewoldsen's (1989) findings of implied weight on imaginal transport, an explanation for the effect of target size that is based on an internalized gravity analogue may be proposed: In a gravitational field, the force of gravity is directly proportional to an object's mass. In the terrestrial environment, mass tends to correlate with size, and because physical weight is felt along the axis of gravitational influence, the effects of implied mass are manifested along the axis of gravitational influence. Thus, implied mass influences displacement primarily along the axis of gravitational influence and not along the axis of motion (see also Hubbard, 1994a) . If this hypothesis is true, then it could account for why mass seems to influence O displacement but not M displacement in Experiment 4 and why Pantzer and Freyd (1989; as cited in Finke & Freyd, 1989) and Munger and Cooper (1993) failed to obtain effects of mass. One caveat, however, with the idea of a mass effect in the data of Experiment 4 is that implied mass was manipulated by varying the size of a two-dimensional animation. Given that size and mass correlate in real-world experience, that is, larger objects are generally heavier, this manipulation may nonetheless have been effective in inducing the conception of mass. However, more fully disentangling the roles of mass and size and their relative contributions to displacement remains an area for future research.
Experiment 5
The results of Experiment 4 suggest that target size can influence displacement, as larger targets had greater negative O displacements (especially in the SB condition). In this experiment, the effects of target size on friction were examined more closely. Participants were shown the same target stimuli as in Experiment 4, and on each trial the target was presented either in the absence of any friction surface, with a single friction surface above the target, with a single friction surface below the target, or with friction surfaces both above and below the target.
Method
Participants. The participants were 11 undergraduates drawn from the same poo! as in Experiment 1, and none of the participants had participated in previous experiments.
Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as in Experiment 1. Stimuli. The target sizes, motion, and velocity were the same as in Experiment 4, and the vanishing point locations were the same as Vanishing Points 4 and 5 in Experiment 2. There were four friction surface conditions: TO, SB, SA, and TS. On TO trials, the target was the only element drawn on the screen. On SB trials, a filled black area below the axis of motion (identical to that used in the SB condition in Experiment 4) was drawn on the screen. On SA trials, a filled black area (a mirror image of the SB area) was drawn on the screen above the axis of motion. On SB or SA trials, the target entered the screen, approached the friction surface, and then appeared to slide across the upper (SB) or lower (SA) edge of the friction surface. No background was visible between the target and the surface, nor did the target and the surface overlap. On TS trials, both the surface below and the surface above friction surfaces were drawn on the screen, and the target slid between the surfaces as if passing through a tunnel. Once in the tunnel, no background was visible between the target and the surface, nor did the target and the surfaces overlap. Each participant received 288 trials (2 directions x 4 surfaces x 3 sizes x 3 velocities x 4 replications) in a different random order.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 4.
Results and Discussion
Mdisplacement. The M displacement scores were analyzed using a 2 (directions) x 4 (surfaces) x 3 (sizes) x 3 (velocities) repeated measures ANOVA. Surface significantly influenced M displacement, F(3, 30) = 24.63, MSE = 178.65; a post hoc Newman-Keuls test revealed significantly less M displacement in the SB (M = 0.97), SA (M = 2.95), and TS (M = 0.55) conditions than in the TO (M = 10.68) condition. Consistent with previous experiments, M displacement is significantly lessened when a friction surface is present than when a friction surface is not present. Surface also interacted with velocity, F(6, 60) = 2.78, MSE = 61.16. As shown in Figure 9 , M displacement increases with increases in velocity when a friction surface is not present and either decreases or remains constant with increases in velocity when a friction surface is present, replicating the pattern found in Experiments 2 and 4. No other main effects or interactions were significant (all Fs < 2.31,all/7S > .06).
O displacement. The O displacement scores were analyzed using a 2 (directions) x 4 (surfaces) x 3 (sizes) x 3 (velocities) repeated measures ANOVA. Surface significantly influenced Figure 10 , O displacement in the TO condition is slightly negative, and O displacement in the SB condition is more negative, replicating the patterns in Experiments 2, 3, and 4. O displacement in the SA condition is slightly positive, replicating Experiment 3. With SB and SA conditions, O displacement is toward the friction surface. In the TS condition, O displacement is practically zero. Additionally, the magnitude of O displacement seems to increase slightly with larger targets. The M displacement data seem to be consistent with the hypothesis of a friction analogue in observers' representations ot target motion, as M displacement decreases as the number of friction surfaces increases. As found in Experiments 2 and 4, M displacement increases with increases in velocity when friction is not present and either remains constant or decreases with increases in velocity when friction is present. The O displacement data, however, do not seem to be fully consistent with the hypothesis of a friction analogue in observers' representations of target motion. When friction occurs along only the lower edge of the target, significantly more negative O displacement occurs; however, when friction occurs along only the upper edge of the target, O displacement is slightly positive. Thus, when a horizontally moving target slides along a single surface, memory for that target is displaced toward the friction surface. When the target moves between a surface above and a surface below, O displacement is greatly reduced, possibly because the two friction surfaces constrain the possible locations of the target, or possibly because influences from the two opposite directions cancel. Additionally, target size does not reliably influence M displacement, but target size does influence O displacement, as larger targets on average exhibit greater negative O displacement, consistent with the heuristic that larger objects are often heavier.
General Discussion
One possible way to explain the obtained pattern of displacements is to posit that the observers' representations contain components analogous to friction and gravity. Much as representational momentum may be explained by analogy with physical momentum, representational friction and gravity may be explained by analogies with physical friction and gravity. When a physically moving object crashes through or slides along the surface of another object, friction is invariably present. This friction slows and eventually stops object motion (unless a compensating force is continually applied). When an object is propelled through the air and the propellant is exhausted or removed, friction in the form of air resistance slows the object and that object falls to Earth. Similarly, gravitational attraction is invariably present during all activities on the terrestrial surface, and a physical object will move in the direction of gravitational attraction (i.e., fall) if physical support or other forces counteracting gravitational attraction are removed. The analogies with physical friction and gravity suggest representational friction and gravity analogues might result from the cognitive system having internalized the friction and gravity invariants, much as it appears to have internalized the momentum invariant. One unexpected finding is that the presence of additional friction surfaces seems to attenuate or reverse the customary effect of velocity on M displacement. Such an attenuation was not initially predicted by either Shepard's (1984) notions of internalized invariants or by Freyd's (1987 Freyd's ( ,1992 Freyd's ( ,1993 hypotheses of dynamics and spatiotemporal coherence. One possible way to account for this pattern posits that implied friction becomes more salient as target velocity increases such that the effects of implied friction increase faster than the effects of implied momentum; with faster targets the increase in the stopping force of implied friction would be greater than the increase in the forward displacement of implied momentum; therefore, the overall forward displacement would be diminished or reversed. Alternatively, perhaps the edge of the friction surface(s) acted as landmarks for participants, thus allowing them to localize the target more accurately than they could when the target was presented in isolation. Friction would then appear to eliminate effects of velocity, but only because the friction surface provides a landmark and not because of friction per se. The exact relationship between friction and velocity remains an area for additional investigation.
In Experiment 1, target velocity was held constant during each trial; therefore, target velocity before, during, and after collision with the barrier was unchanging, and yet forward displacement was still reduced with thicker barriers. Similarly, even though target velocity was also held constant during each trial in Experiments 2 through 5, forward displacement still decreased when the target encountered additional friction surfaces and in Experiment 3, forward displacement decreased when the target had greater contact with the friction surface (i.e., there was smaller forward M displacement in the insurface condition than in the off-surface condition). Although the stimulus displays themselves might be considered to be unrealistic or inconsistent with friction, effects of implied friction were nonetheless found in the forward displacements. This may be interpreted as demonstrating the strength of the internalization of a friction analogue, as participants responded to the displays as though friction were present when in fact friction was not present in the displays. In fact, by maintaining constant velocity throughout each trial the displays were actually biasing against obtaining any friction effects.
The postulated friction and gravity analogues may also explain the findings from a recent report by Bertamini (1993) in which observers were presented with two sequential line drawings depicting a stationary circular target midway along an inclined plane. The observers judged whether the location of the target in the second drawing was the same as the location of the target in the first drawing, and the second drawing depicted the target as either slightly further up the inclined plane, at the same location as the target in the first drawing, or slightly further down the inclined plane. The observers did not displace the target down the inclined plane for relatively shallow inclines, but they did displace the target down the inclined plane for the steepest incline. This pattern is completely consistent with the operation of friction and gravity analogues, as physical objects are more likely to slide down an inclined plane as the slope of the plane increases and gravitational attraction overcomes friction between the object and the surface of the plane; the implied friction may have been sufficient to overcome gravity on a shallower inclined plane (resulting in no displacement of the target representation) but insufficient to overcome gravity on a steeper inclined plane (resulting in displacement of the target representation).
Two findings, however, argue that simple internalizations of the kinematics of gravity and friction are insufficient to account for all of the displacement data. First, the finding that large targets exhibited greater negative O displacement than small targets is contrary to the laws of physics, as physical law specifies that all objects are subject to the same level of gravitational attraction and fall at the same rate. Even though gravitational acceleration may be invariant over object size, the force of gravity may differ (i.e., Force = Mass x Acceleration), however; therefore, participants' representations may perhaps reflect internalized forces and not kinematics. If so, then Shepard's (1984) views that many cognitive activities are guided by internalizations of the invariant constraints in the environment might need to be broadened to include information about forces and object properties (mass, density, viscosity, etc.) and not (just) kinematics. Such a broadening, however, removes some of the elegance from Shepard's model and allows greater cognitive penetrability into the representation.
The notion of internalization of forces rather than kinematics and the notions of representational friction and gravity are also consistent with Freyd's (1987 Freyd's ( , 1992 Freyd's ( , 1993 views that the human system of mental representation possesses dynamic aspects and spatiotemporal coherence. Thus, the mental representation of the friction surface itself may not be static but instead contains dynamic aspects analogous to the forces of friction or gravity.
A second finding arguing that a simple internalization of the kinematics of gravity and friction invariants into the representation is insufficient is that friction with a surface above the target led to less of a downward displacement when a friction surface was also below the target (Experiment 2) or to an upward displacement in the absence of a friction surface below the target (Experiments 3 and 5), patterns seemingly not consistent with a simple gravitational analogue notion. Although the upward displacement found when a surface is above the target might therefore seem to offer strong evidence against a gravitational component, the obtained patterns may actually be explained more easily if the O displacements are interpreted as reflecting not just either friction or gravity but as reflecting an interaction of gravity and a bias toward the friction surface. This bias could take the form of a memory averaging of the locations of the target and surface or a high saliency of the surface as a landmark. The ultimate displacement would then be some combination of these factors of bias (which would displace the target toward the friction surface) and gravity (which would displace the target downward). When the bias and gravity components are in the same direction (as in the SB condition), they summate and overall O displacement is large; when the bias and gravity components are in different directions (as in the SA condition), they nearly cancel out and overall O displacement is small. If the bias component is slightly stronger than the gravity component, then the upward displacement for the SA condition, as well as the larger downward displacement for the SB condition, could easily be accounted for.
Patterns in the displacements of the judged vanishing points of horizontally moving targets are generally consistent with the idea that the mental representation of the targets' motion contains analogues of environmental invariants such as gravity and friction. Even though physical friction does not make objects go backward and physical gravity does not make objects rise, the overall displacement patterns may nonetheless be explained by positing basic representational friction and gravity analogues that may then be modified by additional cognitive processes and penetration, much as the magnitude and direction of representational momentum may be modified by penetration of observers' expectancies regarding the future target behavior and the direction of anticipated target motion. The presence of such analogues is generally consistent with a broad interpretation of Shepard's (1984) notions of environmental constraints on mental representation and with Freyd's (1987 Freyd's ( , 1992 Freyd's ( , 1993 hypothesis that mental representations possess dynamic spatiotemporal coherence. Although these effects appear robust, they are nonetheless small in absolute magnitude. Perceptual effects such as motion aftereffects or slow image decay times, which could conceivably contribute to the responses, would in fact bias displacement in directions other than those obtained, and so may be ruled out as the sole explanations for the displacement patterns. In addition to possessing their own type of momentum, mental representations may possess their own type of gravity and friction.
